Orbital Sound Appoints Pro Sound as
Nemesis Audio Distributor for the Americas
Nemesis Audio, manufacturers of production audio playback and control solutions are pleased to
announce an exclusive distribution agreement with New York based Pro-Sound to handle distribution of
the entire range of Nemesis Audio products throughout North & South America and Canada.

Based in Midtown Manhattan, Pro Sound is run by industry veterans Jim Flynn and Andy Hilton who
combine many years of industry experience with a hand-picked team of technical experts to
handle sales and support operations across many audio disciplines including broadcast, theatre
and concert touring.
“It’s great to be able to show a truly exclusive range of innovative products such as Nemesis
Audio. Nemesis products are ground breaking and very well thought out and are already
deployed on many theatre musicals in the USA. We aim to increase the line’s presence within this
market area and further expand into new markets.” Andy Hilton, Pro-Sound CEO
Pro-Sound’s first outing with the Nemesis Audio product range will be at this year’s AES New York
convention running from October 17th to October 19th on booth 548. Along with the Pro-Sound
team, Nemesis Audio’s Richard Carter will be on hand to demonstrate the wealth of features the
various products bring to the industry.
“With the ever increasing presence of Nemesis Audio products in the USA and around the world it
was high time we started to look at a distribution arrangement to better handle sales, service
back up and new releases in the USA and beyond. With products such as the CCS-2 Computer
Control Switch and the popular Dante-SW Switch handling show control duties on many major
musicals on Broadway and the wider USA we wanted to bring more local support and
service opportunities to Nemesis users. Pro-Sound are the perfect choice, they combine industry
experience with a great team and offer a second to none service on all the products they
handle.” Chris Headlam, Nemesis Audio Managing Director
Pro-Sound NY
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